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[Catherine – 49 Minuten, 27.03.2008, Glucksman Gallery, Cork, Ireland]

hello
hello
hello I wonder could I speak to Alexander please
yes that’s me

oh hi Alexander my name is Catherine 
and I’m ringing from the Glucksman Gallery in Cork in Ireland 
yeah uh huh
hello how are you
hi I’m fine
good good Alexander I was asked to phone you by the artist Michael Riedel you know Michael
yeah
yeah he asked me to give you a ring and to just talk to you a bit about what is going on here at the Glucksman Gallery at the moment would you mind if  I took 
a moment or two of  your time just to describe to you what’s going on Is that ok
did I get you right you’re in Cork
in Cork yeah yeah 
alright
that’s right yeah well basically at the moment Alexander I am looking over to a large gallery space ok Where I’m sitting is in the bookshop so there’s lots of  books 
around me and cards and chairs and lots of  different things so I’m quite far away from where Michael is with the other people working over there on that side
where is Michael Is he in Berlin or is he back in [Cannot hear - 1:38]
No he’s here in the gallery with me 
oh I see
yes yeah so…
[Cannot hear – 1:43]
oh yeah I will but basically Alexander what I am describing to you is exactly what’s in front of  me at this moment in time so Michael is sitting over on the side of  
the gallery and it’s kind of  hard to see him from where I am because I am looking at him through a glass box and he is sitting next to a very large pillar so part 
of  the pillar is kind of  covering his body so I could see his head and his shoulders and he’s looking up towards the gallery space but over to his left Alexander 
there are two large lights If  you could kind of  imagine you know the lights that are used on film sets you know to light large areas 
yeah
they have two of  them set up and they are tilting up towards the upper part of  the wall up towards the ceiling really to light up that space and behind one of  
them on the very far left hand side there’s a large window that’s now where Michael is after going over to and he’s crouching down and he seems to be picking 
up something from the floor now I cant make exactly what he’s picking up because he so far away from me so he’s standing back up over to my left there’s a 
jacket…
a what
a jacket a coat
uh huh ok 
hanging from a handle on the window and one of  the men Chris is just after going over to the jacket and he left a scarf  that was also hanging there and he is 
after wrapping the scarf  around his neck he’s now lifted up the jacket and he’s putting the jacket on he’s putting one arm into the arm of  the jacket and now he 
is after just putting the second arm into the jacket so he has now gone over to Michael and he’s talking to Michael so Michael and Chris are the only two people 
that I can see in front of  me they are the only two people in my line of  vision but from where they are there are quite a number of  things in the way so if  you 
can imagine them being at the background of  my view and then there being a middleground and a foreground; the foreground being closer to me as I said I’m 
sitting amongst books so there’s books closest to me and then there’s barriers and then there’s glass windows over to the left hand side I can see through two 
of  those glass windows to where Michael is and Michael is just after turning off  the two lights that I was describing to you that are there and they’re gradually 
dimming because the light doesn’t go out of  them straight away they were just gradually dimming and now they’ve gone out and Michael is after walking across 
the gallery floor over to the right hand side and he is now out of  my vision over in that gallery space there is on the back wall on the far back wall at the right 
hand side there is wallpaper up in the wall and the wallpaper is grey white and black in color It has a little bit of  an image for me to see I cant see the full image 
from where I’m sitting so I can only describe to you a little bit of  the fragments that I can see and what I can make out are two picture frames that are on the 
wallpaper Now they’re actually printed on the wall paper so they’re not 3D they’re 2D images on the wallpaper and I can only see part of  them as there are big 
blank white squares I suppose covering half  the image so the full image of  the picture frames is not in view for people to see so it looks as though its unfinished 
if  that makes sense Now at this moment in time two workmen are just after walking over in front of  that wallpaper and they seem to be lifting something up and 
they’re just taking it over to the very right far right hand side and set it down they were wearing white gloves while they were doing that I assume it was to not 
mark the object they were carrying they both seem to be clearing different objects away from the ground one of  them picked up a large bucket and is walking 
towards the left hand side of  my view and the seconds workman now is carrying large pieces of  plastic with something in it and now at this moment in time 
there is no one in my line of  vision somebody is just after walking back into it he is crossing my line of  vision he is picking up a large sheet on the ground the 
second workman has come back in and he is following his colleague over to that large sheet that he was picking up
excuse me
yeah
tell me something
yeah
what kind of  project are you doing with me here
well that now I don’t know I can’t really disclose that information I can only tell you what’s in front of  me 
ok
yeah so I’m basically reproducing for you what I can see
ok
ok
that was I mean who’s idea was that to do that
Michael’s
Michael’s ok
yes yeah he asked me to do this yeah
ok
ok now you’ve been very good to listen to me explaining it to describing what was in front of  me Alexander thank you so much for being patient and giving me 
your time 
ok
I hope you have a nice day ok
you too 
ok
give my regards to Michael
I will of  course ok thank you very much Enjoy your day Bye now
bye
END OF CONVERSATION – 7:25
START OF CONVERSATION – 10:50
hello
hello Hanna
hi

hello Hanna my name is Catherine and 
I’m ringing from the Glucksman Gallery in Cork in Ireland and I was asked hannah to ring you Michael Riedel the artist asked me to give you a call and to 
describe to you…
yeah you did that yesterday
yeah I did that’s right I left you…
[Cannot hear – 11:17]
No no no I left you a message and Michael asked me to ring you back and just to talk to you really he wants me to talk to you today if  that’s ok are you busy 
at the moment 
that’s alright that’s fine Let’s talk I didn’t know about the show I was completely surprised it’s happening on Friday you said
it’s opening up tomorrow night yeah it’s opening tomorrow night tomorrow’s the opening night so they’re just kind of  finishing a few touchups around the gallery 
space at the moment but my job is just to give you a call and to describe to you exactly what I can see in front of  me as it’s happening now of  course as I go on 
feel free to jump in at any stage just to ask me any questions about the space ok
yeah
ok well basically Hanna at the moment what I can see is I’m looking through the gallery space and at the very far side of  the gallery there is a workman and he 
is going around to hoover I don’t know if  you can hear the hoover
yes
but he is hoovering up the dirt that is on the ground behind him there are two large lights if  you can imagine the kind of  lights that are on film sets you know the 
big ones that are on stands and they have kind of  big flaps that kind of  come out from the light 
sure
Well there’s two of  those in the gallery space Now they’ve been turned off  so they’re no longer illuminating the space like they were earlier Now over to the right 
of  those lamps there is a big pillar and that’s blocking some of  the view that I have from where I am sitting and as I said at the moment the only person who is 
in my line of  vision is the man who is hoovering Now over to the very far right hand side of  the space there is wallpaper up on the back wall of  the gallery and 
it takes up about half  of  the gallery wall and the part of  the wall…
sorry to interrupt this is [Cannot hear – 13:20] wallpaper
It is yeah that’s right basically the part I can see it’s a black and white image and it’s fragmented It looks unfinished Basically the image shows two picture frames 
on a wall but this is the wallpaper so if  you can imagine it’s 2D it’s flat there aren’t actually picture frames hanging on the wall it’s just images of  picture frames 
and these are kind of  only fragments because there are two large white squares in the middle of  the wallpaper basically it only gives a little part of  the frames 
if  you can imagine so that’s what I can see from here as I said the workman is still now hoovering underneath those frames that I was talking about the images 
of  the frames there are some benches and there are some items and belongings of  the workman along those benches there’s black jackets and there’s a few 
other belongings but I cant make them out from here because I am quite far away now over to the right hand side I can see another workman and he’s just after 
bending down and he has quite a large step ladder and I can only see the side of  the step ladder just one of  the legs of  the stepladder now he is after going to 
the top of  the step ladder and I can see his arm just his right arm and he seems to have something sharp in his right hand like a screwdriver or something like 
that again I can’t be quite sure because of  the distance that I am at from them another guy he is just after crossing my line of  vision he is wearing a navy t-shirt 
and green pants he also wears glasses and he has black hair the gentleman who hovering at the moment has long hair and he has that up tight in a little ponytail 
if  you can imagine that and he also has a kind of  beard then just after walking past him is another workman he has short hair he is also wearing glasses and he 
has a grey t-shirt on and dark pants he is standing now over to the right hand side talking to the other workman who is standing at the top of  the ladder
may I interrupt you
yeah of  course please do
I have to go…
oh that’s no problem no that’s no problem Hanna no you gave me enough time thank you very much time for letting me thank you for your patience 
please say hello to him when is the opening
tomorrow night
would you mind e-mailing me because I’ve been trying to find something on the internet but I cant find it is it possible for you to email me a link do you have a 
website
yeah well I can give you the website its wwwgluksmanorg
ok thank you so much
ok thank you very much for your patience Bye now Bye
END OF CONVERSATION – 16:28
START OF CONVERSATION – 17:25
how did I know it was you
hello
Leave me a message bye 
to page this person press 5 now at the tone please record your message when you have finished recording you may hang up or press 1 for more options

hello Dave my name is Catherine and I’m 
ringing from the Glucksman Gallery in Cork in Ireland Dave I’ve been asked to give you a ring by the artist Michael Riedel he is having an exhibition here this 
week opening up tomorrow night and he asked me to give a few people a ring and describe to them exactly what’s going on in front of  me so if  you don’t mind 
I’m just going to take a few moments of  your voicemail and tell you what’s going on so at the moment I’m sitting at the far side of  the gallery I’m sitting in the 
bookshop and I’m looking across the gallery over at the space in which Michael Riedel’s work is displayed on the right hand side wallpaper is taking up half  of  
the back gallery wall the wallpaper is grey black and white in color and only part of  the image is there for me to see as there are other items and objects and a 
couple of  pillars obscuring my view of  that wallpaper so I can’t describe in detail to you the wallpaper from where I’m sitting but over to the left hand side there 
are two large lights those lights are something you might see if  you’re on a film set they’re quite tall and large they are not on so they are not illuminating the 
space in any way One gentleman is just after crossing the space in the gallery he’s standing in front of  the wallpaper that I’ve just described and he’s holding a 
phone in his hand he’s just after closing the flip phone down and he’s now looking at the wallpaper he’s a wearing a jacket a black jacket and a black shirt and 
denim jeans and he has black hair and he seems to also have some facial hair he’s talking to…
you have reached the maximum time permitted for recording your message if  you’re satisfied with your message press 1 to send your message with normal 
delivery press 1 thank you your message has been sent Goodbye
END OF CONVERSATION – 20:02
START OF CONVERSATION – 20:50
hello
hello is this David
yeah

hi David my name is Catherine and I’m 
ringing from the Glucksman Gallery in Cork in Ireland

alright Catherine and I know why you’re 
calling and I will call you back in a little bit
oh well…
I can’t speak right now
ok that’s fine Ok thank you bye yeah well I’m not ringing you back
END OF CONVERSATION – 21:17
START OF CONVERSATION – 22:21
hello
hello I wonder could I speak to Mark Webber please
that’s me

oh hi Mark hi my name is Catherine 
Macenty and I’m ringing from the Glucksman gallery in cork 
ok
and I was asked to phone you Mark Michael Riedel the artist asked me to give you a ring
uh huh
he’s having an exhibition here at the Glucksman this week its opening tomorrow night
ok
he asked me just to give you a ring and describe to you what I can see at the moment would it be ok if  I took a few moments of  your time
go ahead
ok perfect well Mark interestingly enough now you’re the first to here this but Michael is going around the gallery space hoovering up so he has a hoover in his 
hands and he’s wearing quite a dressy jacket as he does that which is buttoned up 
that’s my boy [Not sure – 23:10]
yeah he is he is dressed quite smart now so to see him hoovering is quite unusual so he’s going around hoovering the floor
I once went to visit his [Cannot hear – 23:18]
it doesn’t sound like there is or does it now no
no no I once went to visit him in Frankfurt
oh really
it didn’t look like 
oh no no maybe he learned that lesson over here in Ireland he picked that up yeah yeah so that’s what Michael is doing at the moment so he’s over to my right 
hand side he’s in my right hand side of  vision I suppose you would say In front of  him there is a large stepladder and behind him there is a large wall and on 
half  of  that wall there is wallpaper now the wallpaper is a black and white image and from where I am sitting only part of  the image can be seen so if  you can 
kind of  imagine that the image contains two photo frames or picture frames on the wallpaper now obviously they are 2D because they are part of  the image 
and over them as part of  the wallpaper there two big blank white patches so the frames aren’t complete 
yeah
so it’s only a fragment of  frame that I can see from where I am sitting now as I am talking to you one of  the well the manager here is just after walking past my 
view and he is walking to the top of  the stepladder and all I can see of  him now are his legs and he is wearing light colored pants a visitor is just after walking 
up the stairs and she’s walking down towards me she seems to be listening to music she has headphones in her ears over to the very far left hand side of  the 
scene Mark what I can see are two large lights now the lights aren’t on they’re like the tripod type lights that you would have on a film set they’re large and they 
have big black flaps around the circular part of  the light and they’re standing they were on they’re off  now behind the one on the very left hand side there is a 
large window the window is about 12 feet wide and maybe about 7 feet tall and beyond the window I can see trees and houses and it seems to be very bright and 
quite pleasant outside In front of  the window there is a small tripod with a camera on top now at the moment Michael has finished hoovering and he’s standing 
and he’s looking at the wallpaper he is now going over to the wallpaper and rubbing his hand along the wallpaper I suppose checking to see whether it’s smooth 
as he is walking through the gallery space the curator is just after coming up the stairs and he’s standing with his hand on his hip and he’s scratching his head 
he’s just after folding his arms and he is now walking over to Michael and he’s talking to him and he’s using his hands as he speaks the two of  them have their 
backs to me as they look at that wallpaper Michael now is dragging a table across the floor It’s a white table and he’s now placed it in front of  that wallpaper 
again his back is still to me and I can’t exactly see what he is doing with the table but he’s still moving it anyway he is still positioning it he is now walking a way 
from the table he’s standing back and taking in I suppose how the table looks I suppose along with the wallpaper so he’s kind of  bending down and looking at it 
in various angles he’s now gone up to the wallpaper and he seems to be moving something that on the ground that looks like a canvas and it’s a canvas again 
with a black and white image on it and it seems to be the rest of  the picture frame that I was talking about so the rest of  that image seems to be on the canvas 
but that’s on the ground at the moment and I can see that through a barrier so not very clearly Michael is just now standing and he is scratching his and he has 
just put his scarf  around he is wrapping his scarf  tightly around his neck
there is an important bit of  information you have not told me
sorry
there is an important bit of  information you have not told me
what was
how big is the room
oh the room yeah people have asked this now and again I’m not very good with the diameters or the size so the room is about I’d say 90 meters
90 meters
yeah so it’s very very large
and that’s 90 meters square
yeah yes so from where I am from them I’m quite far away and if  you can imagine the foreground where I’m sitting in the foreground there are books around me 
I’m sitting in the bookshop then in the middleground there’s quite a large empty amount of  space the barriers have kind of  chorded that off  and there’s a drop 
down to the ground floor and from the ground floor in that middleground the stairs come up and they lead into the background and that’s where I am describing 
where those lights are where the windows are where the wallpaper is so the action of  where Michael is that’s all in the background but as you can imagine 
there’s a lot of  things between me and where they are so I’m not in their space at all Most of  the time they are not aware that I am talking about them and the 
workmen would not be aware of  what I am saying about them so I’m at a safe distance from them is there anything else you’d like to ask Mark
well I guess now I’m curious just to how long you’re going to be doing this describing
well I’ve been doing it all day and I did all of  yesterday as well so I think this is the last day though of  it it’s really as the work has been carried out and it’s being 
finished today Because the opening now is tomorrow night so it has to be finished for tomorrow
ok and so is he exhibiting anything that [cannot hear – 29:20]
No the wallpaper I think is the main exhibit it kind of  works on the idea of  reproduction and its kind of  working along with the exhibit that on upstairs at the 
moment we have an Andy Warhol show on
ok
yeah yeah
I like that [not sure – 29:41]
yes that’s secret information now I shouldn’t have told you that so keep it yourself
ok
ok so thank you very much Mark for taking this call and for being patient with me while I described to you what was in front of  me ok 
alright
Ok enjoy the rest of  your day
you too
thank you very much 
bye
bye now bye
END OF CONVERSATION – 30:04
hello
hello is this Mathias
yes

hello my name is Catherine and I’m 
ringing from the Glucksman Gallery in Cork in Ireland
Ireland
In Ireland yeah I’m ringing in from Ireland at the moment I’m ringing on behalf  of  Michael Riedel the artist
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[Catherine – 49 Minuten, 27.03.2008, Glucksman Gallery, Cork, Ireland]

hello
hello
hello I wonder could I speak to Alexander please
yes that’s me

oh hi Alexander my name is Catherine 
and I’m ringing from the Glucksman Gallery in Cork in Ireland 
yeah uh huh
hello how are you
hi I’m fine
good good Alexander I was asked to phone you by the artist Michael Riedel you know Michael
yeah
yeah he asked me to give you a ring and to just talk to you a bit about what is going on here at the Glucksman Gallery at the moment would you mind if  I took 
a moment or two of  your time just to describe to you what’s going on Is that ok
did I get you right you’re in Cork
in Cork yeah yeah 
alright
that’s right yeah well basically at the moment Alexander I am looking over to a large gallery space ok Where I’m sitting is in the bookshop so there’s lots of  books 
around me and cards and chairs and lots of  different things so I’m quite far away from where Michael is with the other people working over there on that side
where is Michael Is he in Berlin or is he back in [Cannot hear - 1:38]
No he’s here in the gallery with me 
oh I see
yes yeah so…
[Cannot hear – 1:43]
oh yeah I will but basically Alexander what I am describing to you is exactly what’s in front of  me at this moment in time so Michael is sitting over on the side of  
the gallery and it’s kind of  hard to see him from where I am because I am looking at him through a glass box and he is sitting next to a very large pillar so part 
of  the pillar is kind of  covering his body so I could see his head and his shoulders and he’s looking up towards the gallery space but over to his left Alexander 
there are two large lights If  you could kind of  imagine you know the lights that are used on film sets you know to light large areas 
yeah
they have two of  them set up and they are tilting up towards the upper part of  the wall up towards the ceiling really to light up that space and behind one of  
them on the very far left hand side there’s a large window that’s now where Michael is after going over to and he’s crouching down and he seems to be picking 
up something from the floor now I cant make exactly what he’s picking up because he so far away from me so he’s standing back up over to my left there’s a 
jacket…
a what
a jacket a coat
uh huh ok 
hanging from a handle on the window and one of  the men Chris is just after going over to the jacket and he left a scarf  that was also hanging there and he is 
after wrapping the scarf  around his neck he’s now lifted up the jacket and he’s putting the jacket on he’s putting one arm into the arm of  the jacket and now he 
is after just putting the second arm into the jacket so he has now gone over to Michael and he’s talking to Michael so Michael and Chris are the only two people 
that I can see in front of  me they are the only two people in my line of  vision but from where they are there are quite a number of  things in the way so if  you 
can imagine them being at the background of  my view and then there being a middleground and a foreground; the foreground being closer to me as I said I’m 
sitting amongst books so there’s books closest to me and then there’s barriers and then there’s glass windows over to the left hand side I can see through two 
of  those glass windows to where Michael is and Michael is just after turning off  the two lights that I was describing to you that are there and they’re gradually 
dimming because the light doesn’t go out of  them straight away they were just gradually dimming and now they’ve gone out and Michael is after walking across 
the gallery floor over to the right hand side and he is now out of  my vision over in that gallery space there is on the back wall on the far back wall at the right 
hand side there is wallpaper up in the wall and the wallpaper is grey white and black in color It has a little bit of  an image for me to see I cant see the full image 
from where I’m sitting so I can only describe to you a little bit of  the fragments that I can see and what I can make out are two picture frames that are on the 
wallpaper Now they’re actually printed on the wall paper so they’re not 3D they’re 2D images on the wallpaper and I can only see part of  them as there are big 
blank white squares I suppose covering half  the image so the full image of  the picture frames is not in view for people to see so it looks as though its unfinished 
if  that makes sense Now at this moment in time two workmen are just after walking over in front of  that wallpaper and they seem to be lifting something up and 
they’re just taking it over to the very right far right hand side and set it down they were wearing white gloves while they were doing that I assume it was to not 
mark the object they were carrying they both seem to be clearing different objects away from the ground one of  them picked up a large bucket and is walking 
towards the left hand side of  my view and the seconds workman now is carrying large pieces of  plastic with something in it and now at this moment in time 
there is no one in my line of  vision somebody is just after walking back into it he is crossing my line of  vision he is picking up a large sheet on the ground the 
second workman has come back in and he is following his colleague over to that large sheet that he was picking up
excuse me
yeah
tell me something
yeah
what kind of  project are you doing with me here
well that now I don’t know I can’t really disclose that information I can only tell you what’s in front of  me 
ok
yeah so I’m basically reproducing for you what I can see
ok
ok
that was I mean who’s idea was that to do that
Michael’s
Michael’s ok
yes yeah he asked me to do this yeah
ok
ok now you’ve been very good to listen to me explaining it to describing what was in front of  me Alexander thank you so much for being patient and giving me 
your time 
ok
I hope you have a nice day ok
you too 
ok
give my regards to Michael
I will of  course ok thank you very much Enjoy your day Bye now
bye
END OF CONVERSATION – 7:25
START OF CONVERSATION – 10:50
hello
hello Hanna
hi

hello Hanna my name is Catherine and 
I’m ringing from the Glucksman Gallery in Cork in Ireland and I was asked hannah to ring you Michael Riedel the artist asked me to give you a call and to 
describe to you…
yeah you did that yesterday
yeah I did that’s right I left you…
[Cannot hear – 11:17]
No no no I left you a message and Michael asked me to ring you back and just to talk to you really he wants me to talk to you today if  that’s ok are you busy 
at the moment 
that’s alright that’s fine Let’s talk I didn’t know about the show I was completely surprised it’s happening on Friday you said
it’s opening up tomorrow night yeah it’s opening tomorrow night tomorrow’s the opening night so they’re just kind of  finishing a few touchups around the gallery 
space at the moment but my job is just to give you a call and to describe to you exactly what I can see in front of  me as it’s happening now of  course as I go on 
feel free to jump in at any stage just to ask me any questions about the space ok
yeah
ok well basically Hanna at the moment what I can see is I’m looking through the gallery space and at the very far side of  the gallery there is a workman and he 
is going around to hoover I don’t know if  you can hear the hoover
yes
but he is hoovering up the dirt that is on the ground behind him there are two large lights if  you can imagine the kind of  lights that are on film sets you know the 
big ones that are on stands and they have kind of  big flaps that kind of  come out from the light 
sure
Well there’s two of  those in the gallery space Now they’ve been turned off  so they’re no longer illuminating the space like they were earlier Now over to the right 
of  those lamps there is a big pillar and that’s blocking some of  the view that I have from where I am sitting and as I said at the moment the only person who is 
in my line of  vision is the man who is hoovering Now over to the very far right hand side of  the space there is wallpaper up on the back wall of  the gallery and 
it takes up about half  of  the gallery wall and the part of  the wall…
sorry to interrupt this is [Cannot hear – 13:20] wallpaper
It is yeah that’s right basically the part I can see it’s a black and white image and it’s fragmented It looks unfinished Basically the image shows two picture frames 
on a wall but this is the wallpaper so if  you can imagine it’s 2D it’s flat there aren’t actually picture frames hanging on the wall it’s just images of  picture frames 
and these are kind of  only fragments because there are two large white squares in the middle of  the wallpaper basically it only gives a little part of  the frames 
if  you can imagine so that’s what I can see from here as I said the workman is still now hoovering underneath those frames that I was talking about the images 
of  the frames there are some benches and there are some items and belongings of  the workman along those benches there’s black jackets and there’s a few 
other belongings but I cant make them out from here because I am quite far away now over to the right hand side I can see another workman and he’s just after 
bending down and he has quite a large step ladder and I can only see the side of  the step ladder just one of  the legs of  the stepladder now he is after going to 
the top of  the step ladder and I can see his arm just his right arm and he seems to have something sharp in his right hand like a screwdriver or something like 
that again I can’t be quite sure because of  the distance that I am at from them another guy he is just after crossing my line of  vision he is wearing a navy t-shirt 
and green pants he also wears glasses and he has black hair the gentleman who hovering at the moment has long hair and he has that up tight in a little ponytail 
if  you can imagine that and he also has a kind of  beard then just after walking past him is another workman he has short hair he is also wearing glasses and he 
has a grey t-shirt on and dark pants he is standing now over to the right hand side talking to the other workman who is standing at the top of  the ladder
may I interrupt you
yeah of  course please do
I have to go…
oh that’s no problem no that’s no problem Hanna no you gave me enough time thank you very much time for letting me thank you for your patience 
please say hello to him when is the opening
tomorrow night
would you mind e-mailing me because I’ve been trying to find something on the internet but I cant find it is it possible for you to email me a link do you have a 
website
yeah well I can give you the website its wwwgluksmanorg
ok thank you so much
ok thank you very much for your patience Bye now Bye
END OF CONVERSATION – 16:28
START OF CONVERSATION – 17:25
how did I know it was you
hello
Leave me a message bye 
to page this person press 5 now at the tone please record your message when you have finished recording you may hang up or press 1 for more options

hello Dave my name is Catherine and I’m 
ringing from the Glucksman Gallery in Cork in Ireland Dave I’ve been asked to give you a ring by the artist Michael Riedel he is having an exhibition here this 
week opening up tomorrow night and he asked me to give a few people a ring and describe to them exactly what’s going on in front of  me so if  you don’t mind 
I’m just going to take a few moments of  your voicemail and tell you what’s going on so at the moment I’m sitting at the far side of  the gallery I’m sitting in the 
bookshop and I’m looking across the gallery over at the space in which Michael Riedel’s work is displayed on the right hand side wallpaper is taking up half  of  
the back gallery wall the wallpaper is grey black and white in color and only part of  the image is there for me to see as there are other items and objects and a 
couple of  pillars obscuring my view of  that wallpaper so I can’t describe in detail to you the wallpaper from where I’m sitting but over to the left hand side there 
are two large lights those lights are something you might see if  you’re on a film set they’re quite tall and large they are not on so they are not illuminating the 
space in any way One gentleman is just after crossing the space in the gallery he’s standing in front of  the wallpaper that I’ve just described and he’s holding a 
phone in his hand he’s just after closing the flip phone down and he’s now looking at the wallpaper he’s a wearing a jacket a black jacket and a black shirt and 
denim jeans and he has black hair and he seems to also have some facial hair he’s talking to…
you have reached the maximum time permitted for recording your message if  you’re satisfied with your message press 1 to send your message with normal 
delivery press 1 thank you your message has been sent Goodbye
END OF CONVERSATION – 20:02
START OF CONVERSATION – 20:50
hello
hello is this David
yeah

hi David my name is Catherine and I’m 
ringing from the Glucksman Gallery in Cork in Ireland

alright Catherine and I know why you’re 
calling and I will call you back in a little bit
oh well…
I can’t speak right now
ok that’s fine Ok thank you bye yeah well I’m not ringing you back
END OF CONVERSATION – 21:17
START OF CONVERSATION – 22:21
hello
hello I wonder could I speak to Mark Webber please
that’s me

oh hi Mark hi my name is Catherine 
Macenty and I’m ringing from the Glucksman gallery in cork 
ok
and I was asked to phone you Mark Michael Riedel the artist asked me to give you a ring
uh huh
he’s having an exhibition here at the Glucksman this week its opening tomorrow night
ok
he asked me just to give you a ring and describe to you what I can see at the moment would it be ok if  I took a few moments of  your time
go ahead
ok perfect well Mark interestingly enough now you’re the first to here this but Michael is going around the gallery space hoovering up so he has a hoover in his 
hands and he’s wearing quite a dressy jacket as he does that which is buttoned up 
that’s my boy [Not sure – 23:10]
yeah he is he is dressed quite smart now so to see him hoovering is quite unusual so he’s going around hoovering the floor
I once went to visit his [Cannot hear – 23:18]
it doesn’t sound like there is or does it now no
no no I once went to visit him in Frankfurt
oh really
it didn’t look like 
oh no no maybe he learned that lesson over here in Ireland he picked that up yeah yeah so that’s what Michael is doing at the moment so he’s over to my right 
hand side he’s in my right hand side of  vision I suppose you would say In front of  him there is a large stepladder and behind him there is a large wall and on 
half  of  that wall there is wallpaper now the wallpaper is a black and white image and from where I am sitting only part of  the image can be seen so if  you can 
kind of  imagine that the image contains two photo frames or picture frames on the wallpaper now obviously they are 2D because they are part of  the image 
and over them as part of  the wallpaper there two big blank white patches so the frames aren’t complete 
yeah
so it’s only a fragment of  frame that I can see from where I am sitting now as I am talking to you one of  the well the manager here is just after walking past my 
view and he is walking to the top of  the stepladder and all I can see of  him now are his legs and he is wearing light colored pants a visitor is just after walking 
up the stairs and she’s walking down towards me she seems to be listening to music she has headphones in her ears over to the very far left hand side of  the 
scene Mark what I can see are two large lights now the lights aren’t on they’re like the tripod type lights that you would have on a film set they’re large and they 
have big black flaps around the circular part of  the light and they’re standing they were on they’re off  now behind the one on the very left hand side there is a 
large window the window is about 12 feet wide and maybe about 7 feet tall and beyond the window I can see trees and houses and it seems to be very bright and 
quite pleasant outside In front of  the window there is a small tripod with a camera on top now at the moment Michael has finished hoovering and he’s standing 
and he’s looking at the wallpaper he is now going over to the wallpaper and rubbing his hand along the wallpaper I suppose checking to see whether it’s smooth 
as he is walking through the gallery space the curator is just after coming up the stairs and he’s standing with his hand on his hip and he’s scratching his head 
he’s just after folding his arms and he is now walking over to Michael and he’s talking to him and he’s using his hands as he speaks the two of  them have their 
backs to me as they look at that wallpaper Michael now is dragging a table across the floor It’s a white table and he’s now placed it in front of  that wallpaper 
again his back is still to me and I can’t exactly see what he is doing with the table but he’s still moving it anyway he is still positioning it he is now walking a way 
from the table he’s standing back and taking in I suppose how the table looks I suppose along with the wallpaper so he’s kind of  bending down and looking at it 
in various angles he’s now gone up to the wallpaper and he seems to be moving something that on the ground that looks like a canvas and it’s a canvas again 
with a black and white image on it and it seems to be the rest of  the picture frame that I was talking about so the rest of  that image seems to be on the canvas 
but that’s on the ground at the moment and I can see that through a barrier so not very clearly Michael is just now standing and he is scratching his and he has 
just put his scarf  around he is wrapping his scarf  tightly around his neck
there is an important bit of  information you have not told me
sorry
there is an important bit of  information you have not told me
what was
how big is the room
oh the room yeah people have asked this now and again I’m not very good with the diameters or the size so the room is about I’d say 90 meters
90 meters
yeah so it’s very very large
and that’s 90 meters square
yeah yes so from where I am from them I’m quite far away and if  you can imagine the foreground where I’m sitting in the foreground there are books around me 
I’m sitting in the bookshop then in the middleground there’s quite a large empty amount of  space the barriers have kind of  chorded that off  and there’s a drop 
down to the ground floor and from the ground floor in that middleground the stairs come up and they lead into the background and that’s where I am describing 
where those lights are where the windows are where the wallpaper is so the action of  where Michael is that’s all in the background but as you can imagine 
there’s a lot of  things between me and where they are so I’m not in their space at all Most of  the time they are not aware that I am talking about them and the 
workmen would not be aware of  what I am saying about them so I’m at a safe distance from them is there anything else you’d like to ask Mark
well I guess now I’m curious just to how long you’re going to be doing this describing
well I’ve been doing it all day and I did all of  yesterday as well so I think this is the last day though of  it it’s really as the work has been carried out and it’s being 
finished today Because the opening now is tomorrow night so it has to be finished for tomorrow
ok and so is he exhibiting anything that [cannot hear – 29:20]
No the wallpaper I think is the main exhibit it kind of  works on the idea of  reproduction and its kind of  working along with the exhibit that on upstairs at the 
moment we have an Andy Warhol show on
ok
yeah yeah
I like that [not sure – 29:41]
yes that’s secret information now I shouldn’t have told you that so keep it yourself
ok
ok so thank you very much Mark for taking this call and for being patient with me while I described to you what was in front of  me ok 
alright
Ok enjoy the rest of  your day
you too
thank you very much 
bye
bye now bye
END OF CONVERSATION – 30:04
hello
hello is this Mathias
yes

hello my name is Catherine and I’m 
ringing from the Glucksman Gallery in Cork in Ireland
Ireland
In Ireland yeah I’m ringing in from Ireland at the moment I’m ringing on behalf  of  Michael Riedel the artist
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